1998 buick lesabre horn stuck

Last Updated: December 23, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of
editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 11
references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has
been viewed , times. Learn more A jammed car horn can present an incredible nuisance. Not
only will it annoy you and everyone around you, it will steadily drain your battery as well. A horn
that won't shut off is usually the result of a jammed mechanical component in the steering
column. Examining this area requires some caution due to the airbag located here, so it's
easiest to start by disconnecting power from the horn and testing the more accessible parts of
the system. To shut off a jammed horn, first try pushing the horn and twisting the steering
wheel a few times. Should the problem recur when you reconnect the battery, disconnect the
fuse connected to the horn and remove the horn relay. The horn relay is usually a cube with a
diagram on the side, plugged into a slot in the under-hood fuse box. It is typically shaped like a
loudspeaker or doughnut, and located under the hood behind the front grill or attached to the
firewall behind the engine. For more information on how to address problems like moisture that
might be causing a jammed horn, read below! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been
helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a
decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to
people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in
Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username
or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to
make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn
why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings.
Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Push the horn several times.
Pushing on your steering wheel a few times may dislodge a stuck switch in the horn's
assembly. Disconnect the car battery. This will silence the horn, and if you're lucky it may reset
the horn and solve the problem although there may be an underlying issues that causes it to
recur. Follow these steps to disconnect the battery safely: [3] X Research source Turn off the
engine. Leave it off for the steps below as well. Wear insulated gloves and safety goggles.
Remove all metal jewelry. Disconnect the negative terminal first. This typically has a - symbol
and is connected to a black wire. Use caution to avoid creating a short with the wrench or wire.
Disconnect the positive terminal. Disconnect the fuse connected to the horn. Check your car's
manual to find out where the fuse box is located. The fuse box cover or the manual should have
a diagram that tells you which fuse is part of the horn's wiring. Turn off the ignition, then pry the
fuse out by hand or with fuse pullers. If you do not have your car manual, search online for your
make and model, followed by "manual" or "fuse diagram. Some models, especially older ones,
run several electrical components on the same fuse as the horn. Inspect the fuse diagram so
you know what else will be affected. Remove the horn relay. Most cars have a horn relay, which
feeds extra current into your horn. This is usually a cube with a diagram on the side, plugged
into a slot in the under-hood fuse box. Refer to the wiring schematic on the fuse box lid or in
your owner's manual to identify the correct relay. If your horn sounds different than usual or
you do not hear the usual clicking sound when you press it, the relay is likely shorted. Replace
it and try to discover the cause of the short, such as a damaged wire or water in the fuse box.
Disconnect the horn itself. If your car has no relay and the horn's fuse is on the same circuit as
other important components, remove the horn itself. This is located under the hood, usually
behind the front grille or attached to the firewall behind the engine. Disconnect the wires
leading to the horn. Cover the exposed wires with electrical connectors or electrical tape to
prevent a short if you plan on driving the car to an auto repair shop. Many cars have two horns,
but these are usually attached to the same unit. Refer to your owner's manual wiring schematic
if you are having trouble locating the horns. The battery must be disconnected while removing
this part. Remove all jewelry and dangling clothing before reaching below the hood. Part 2 of
Look for moisture that could be causing a fault. This may happen after a severe rainstorm, or if
your car has been power washed under the hood by yourself or your dealer. If you see any
moisture in the fuse box, disconnect the battery and leave the car to dry out. Severe water
buildup or corrosion may require a mechanic to repair. Install an auxiliary horn button. If the
switch inside your steering column is jammed, one solution is to install an auxiliary horn that
bypasses this switch, available from any auto parts store. Check your owner's manual to make
sure you wire it to the 12v line that powers your horn. This is best used as a temporary fix until
you can get the faulty part replaced. Have an experienced mechanic remove the airbag. The
remaining solutions involve the steering column, which also contains an airbag in most cars. If
you do not properly deactivate and remove the airbag, it may deploy with extreme force. Some
cars have a backup battery for the airbag which may allow it to deploy even when the main
battery is disconnected. Do not to try this yourself unless you are confident you have the

expertise to disable it safely, and you have an owner's manual to guide you. Dry out water in the
steering column. If there is any corrosion or moisture inside the steering column, water could
be shorting your system and causing the stuck horn. Try drying it with an air compressor, and
spraying damp parts with an electrical cleaner. Reassemble the steering column once it is dry,
and the horn may work again. Replace the switch or clock spring. If the electrical parts are all
functional, the horn switch under the steering wheel may be jammed. Another possibility is a
broken clock spring: the coil that winds and unwinds as you turn the wheel to maintain the
electrical connection. The clock spring is especially likely to be the problem if your airbag
warning light is on, or if you have noticed other issues with electrical components on your
steering column. The easiest way to do this is to pull the horn fuse, usually located in the fuse
panel under the steering wheel. Look for a cover on the underside of the dashboard; when you
remove it, you should see a grid of small, colorful plastic rectangles with numbers printed on
them. Those are fuses. Next, look in your car's owner manual for the section about fuses. There
should be a diagram and chart showing you which fuse does what. Find the one for the horn,
and pull it out. Some cars come with a fuse puller, usually clipped into the fuse panel cover. If
your car doesn't have one, needle-nose pliers will work. Please note that your car may not pass
inspection if the horn doesn't function. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 7. Yes, but your car might not pass
inspection without a working horn. Not Helpful 4 Helpful 5. Unanswered Questions. Where is the
horn relay switch located on a Ford F? How do I stop a jammed horn from honking? Include
your email address to get a message when this question is answered. If you notice any
corrosion, moisture, or wires with worn insulation, use a voltmeter to check for electrical shorts
throughout the horn circuit. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Don't disconnect any fuses without turning
the car's engine off first. Helpful 13 Not Helpful 6. It's best to disconnect the battery before
conducting any repairs on the wiring, fuses, or any other part of the electrical system. Helpful 1
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Repair. Article Summary X To shut off a jammed horn, first try pushing the horn and twisting the
steering wheel a few times. Deutsch: Eine verklemmte Hupe abschalten. Thanks to all authors
for creating a page that has been read , times. Both the battery and the horn are disconnected
and I will know soon what is the problem. I had to have a jump start, so it's possible that the
horn jamming and battery are related - hope it is a simple fix. At least I now know what to look
for. Nikesh Dalvi Jun 12, I was trying to guess what could be the problem; now I get it. Thank
you. Scott C. Jun 24, More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article help you? Cookies
make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Janice
Lynne Aug 15, Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories. Related Articles How
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X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn,
adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! I have bought a pre-owned Buick
LeSabre Custom, everything works properly on it, only concern is the horn. The horn works
when in panic mode or when I hit the automatic lock button. It does not however work in the
steering wheel portion. Supposedly the man at the auto sales place has looked into the problem
and couldn't figure it out. Any idea on what it could be or how I can fix this? Do you. How do
you get it to work in a panic situation? Also, the door lock switch beeps the horn? Was this
vehicle inspected when you purchased it? By law, they have to disclose potential hazardous
problems before it can be sold. Were you made aware of the problem? Was this answer. I hit the
panic key on my remote that unlocks the door, when I bought the car I was notified abou
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t the horn issue, I'm not quite sure about the inspection, but I was warned, even the mechanic
on site at the auto dealer said he couldn't figure it out either. The horn circuit isn't anything that
complicated. You have the switch in the steering wheel a relay, a power supply and a horn that
beeps when the circuit is closed. What components did the mechanic test? Not quite sure,
frankly im not sure he even worked on it or if he's even that good of a mechanic. Auto dealers
arent the most reliable people you know? I understand. If I find you a schematic of the horn
circuit, can you check things? Yes, I can check them, a schematic would be excellent! I tried to
copy the schematic, but the program won't let me do it. I can, however, offer guidance if you are
working on it. See image below. This is what it gave me when I downloaded it. Image Click to
enlarge. Please login or register to post a reply. What Causes This In The Process I Unplugged
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